Urbanism and cities on the horizon • Seminar ETSAB 9.30h

- CITIES • How cities are transformed? What challenges do they face?
  Moderators: Josep Parcerisa & Eulàlia Gómez Escoda

- UNIVERSITY • A practice-oriented research: How to teach in schools?
  Moderators: Maria Robert de Ventós & Carles Crosas

Public event and end of the party • COAC 18.30 h

- FROM RESEARCH TO URBANISM OF CITIES • Round table
  With Rafael Moneo, Carme Pigem & Mirko Zardini. Chairman: Joan Busquets

- THE RELEVANCE OF SEARCHING IN DEPTH • Opening of the exhibition LUB 50
  Design & production: LUB with Alex Giménez and Álvaro Clua

LUB is turning 50

It is a research and teaching center at the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya - Barcelona Tech within the Urban Design Department. Its foundation in 1969 brought together, under the initiative of Manuel de Sola-Morales, professors J. Busquets, A. Font, M. Domingo and J.L. Gómez Ordóñez at the Barcelona School of Architecture. Since then, several generations of students have participated in the Laboratory initiatives, and many teachers have carried out here their research. The continuity of the Research Group has awakened architects to the urban repercussion of their work.

www.lub.upc.edu  lub.1@upc.edu  +34 93 401 63 99  lub_upc